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Abstract
We construct two counterexamples to the open questions : is Rhni strong S(resp. catenary)
when R(n) is ? The rst example is a ring R such that R(n) is strong S and Rhni is not. The
second is a stably strong S-domain R such that for all n  1 and n =1, R(n) is catenary and
Rhni is not. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13A15; 13B25; 13C15
1. Introduction
Let R be a ring, U the multiplicative subset formed by the monic polynomials in
R[X ] and S the multiplicative subset of R[X ] formed by polynomials whose coecients
generate R. Denote RhX i = U−1R[X ] (resp. R(X ) = S−1R[X ]) and RhX1; : : : ; Xni =
Rhni = RhX1; : : : ; Xn−1ihXni (resp. R(X1; : : : ; Xn) = R(n) = R(X1; : : : ; Xn−1)(Xn)), where
X1; : : : ; Xn are independent indeterminates over R. Rhni (resp. R(n)) is said to be the
Serre conjecture ring (resp. the Nagata ring) in n indeterminates on R. Observe that
R(n) is a localization of Rhni and that we always have R[n]RhniR(n).
Letting Rh1i (resp. R(1)) be the union Rh1i= Sn2NRhni (resp. R(1)=S
n2NR(n)), Rh1i (resp. R(1)) is said to be the innite Serre conjecture ring (resp.
the innite Nagata ring).
The rings R(n) and Rhni have proved to be very useful in commutative algebra. A
particular interest is given to the ascent and descent of ring-theoretic properties to and
from R and Rhni to R(n) [1,2,3,6,8,...]. Our concern here is to study the transfer of
the strong S and catenarity properties discussed by Malik and Mott [9].
Recall that a domain R is strong S (resp. catenary) if, for each consecutive pair p q
of primes in R, the extended primes p[X ] q[X ] are consecutive in R[X ] (resp. htq=
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htp+1). A stably strong S-domain R is a domain R such that R[n] is strong S-domain
for any n. Note that if Rhni is strong S or catenary then so is R(n), since these two
properties are stable by localization. In [9], Malik and Mott set the following question:
is R(n) strong S when R[n] is strong S ? Kabbaj [8] answered this question and gave
an example such that R(1) is strong S but R[1] is not. The above example gave birth
to more subtle questions : is Rhni strong S (resp. catenary) when R(n) is strong S
(resp. catenary)? (see for example [6, Question 2.8]). By the two counterexamples
constructed in this paper, we solve these open questions in case of an arbitrary number
of indeterminates. Note that we have already solved these questions in case of one
indeterminate [12].
We use \" to denote proper containment. Transcendence degrees play an important
role in the examples; if K L are two elds we denote t:d[L : K] the transcendence
degree of L over K .
2. The rst example
Let n be a positive integer, we aim at constructing a ring R such that the Nagata
ring R(n) is strong S, whereas the Serre conjecture ring Rhni is not.
For, let K be a eld, and T be a Prufer domain such that its prime spectrum is formed
by (0); M; N and q, where M and N are maximal ideals, respectively, of heights 1 and
2 such that TM = T=M + MTM , t:d[T=M : K] = n and t:d[T=N : K] = 0 (for instance,
one can consider an intersection of two incomparable valuation domains [10, Theorem
11.11] and proceed as in [5, Exemple A]).
Let I = M \ N , D a one-dimensional valuation domain with quotient eld K and
R= (T; I; D) = ’−1(D), where ’ denotes the natural homomorphism from T onto T=I .
The spectrum of R is totally ordered and formed by (0); p = q \ R; I and a maximal
ideal m (corresponding to the maximal ideal of D). Moreover, by [5, Theoreme 1],
dimvR=n+2. By [4, Lemme 6], we have htR[n]I [n]  n+1 and hence htm[n]  n+2. It
follows from [6, Proposition 1.2] that dimR(n)=dimRhni=dimR[n]−n=htm[n]=n+2.
Moreover, for all k  n, n + 1 = htR[n]I [n]  htR[k]I [k]  dimR(k) − 1 = n + 1, thus
htR[k]I [k] = n+ 1 ().
(a) We prove that R(n) is strong S.
Two consecutive primes of R(n) correspond to consecutive primes PQ in R[n]
such that Qm[n].
If P \ R = I then, since D is stably strong S, P = I [n], Q = m[n] and ht(Q[Xn+1]=
P[Xn+1]) = ht(Q=P) = ht(m=I)[n] = ht(m=I) = htv(m=I) = 1. If P \ R I , Q can not be
equal to m[n] since the chain PQ would lift in T [n] [4, Proposition 4]. However, no
prime of T [n] is above m[n] since no prime of T is above m. Necessarily Qm[n].
If Q \R I then ht(Q[Xn+1]=P[Xn+1]) = 1 since RQ\R= TQ\R and T [n] is strong S. If
Q=I [n] and P\R=p then P=p[n]. By virtue of the proof of Cahen [5, Proposition 6],
we have ht(I=p)=dim(R=p)I=p=dimv(R=p)I=p=1=htv(I=p)=ht(I=p)[k]=ht(I [k]=p[k])
for all k 2 N. Thus, ht(Q[Xn+1]=P[Xn+1]) = ht(I=p)[n+1]= 1. It remains only to deal
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with the case Q= I [n] and P \ R= (0). We have RI =IRI T=M TM F , where F is
the quotient eld of R and T . Since TM [n] =MTM [n] + (T=M)[n], each element f in
(T=M)[n] is identied with its class f modulo MTM [n]. Thus, for any prime ideal P
of TM [n] lying over (0) in TM ,
P \ (RI =IRI )[n] = f f;f 2 Pg \ (RI =IRI )[n]
= (P+MTM [n]=MTM [n]) \ (RI =IRI )[n]
= ((P+MTM [n]) \ RI [n])=IRI [n]:
If besides P\(RI =IRI )[n]=(0) then P\R[n] I [n]. Hence, since P I [n] are consecu-
tive, then (R−f0g)−1P is maximal among primes of F[n] lying over (0) in (RI =IRI )[n].
From [11, Proposition 4], it follows that htP = n. Thus, htQ[Xn+1] = htI [n+ 1] = n+
1 = 1 + htP[Xn+1] (see ()) and P[Xn+1]Q[Xn+1] are consecutive in R[n+ 1].
(b) We prove that Rhni is not strong S. Since q+M =T , we can choose t in q and
t0 in M such that t + t0 = 1. Thus, t  1 (mod M). Also, we can choose x 2 m and
x 62 I (note that x is invertible in T since M \ R= N \ R= I). Set
Q0 =
n
f 2 T [n] such that f

X1; : : : ; Xn−1;
t
x

2 M [n− 1]T [n− 1]M [n−1]
o
=M [n] + (xXn − t)T [n]
and
Q = Q0 \ R[n] =
n
f 2 R[n] such that f

X1; : : : ; Xn−1;
t
x

2 M [n− 1]T [n− 1]M [n−1]
o
:
In T=M , we have t = 1 and x 2 R=I . Thus, (Q=I [n]) 6= (0) since (Q0=M [n]) 6= (0). We
claim that Q survives in Rhni. Indeed, on the one hand, we have Q\R[n−1]=M [n−
1]T [n−1]M [n−1]\R[n−1]=I [n−1]. On the other hand, suppose that Q contains a unitary
polynomial f=rkX kn +rk−1X
k−1
n +: : :+r1Xn+r0, where rj 2 R[n−1] and rk is invertible
in Rhn−1i. Then, rk(t=x)k + rk−1(t=x)k−1 +   + r1(t=x)+ r0 2 M [n−1]T [n−1]M [n−1],
hence, rk tk + xrk−1tk−1 + : : :+ xk−1r1t+ r0xk = gxk , where g 2 M [n− 1]T [n− 1]M [n−1].
Since x is invertible in T , g 2 M [n−1]T [n−1]M [n−1]\T [n−1]=M [n−1]. Since t  1
(mod M), we have tj  1 (mod M) for all j 2 N. Thus, rk + x(rk−1 + xrk−2 + : : :+
xk−2r1 + xk−1r0) 2 M [n−1]\R[n−1]= I [n−1]. This would imply that rk 2 m[n−1],
a contradiction. It follows that Q survives in Rhni.
Let a1; : : : ; an be elements in T such that a1; : : : ; an are algebraically independent in
T=M over R=I .
We claim that P=(X1− a1; : : : ; Xn−1− an−1; xXn− t)T [n]\R[n]Q are consecutive
in R[n].
Indeed, assume that there exists a prime ideal J of R[n] such that P J Q. If J was
equal to I [n], then, by Cahen [4, Proposition 4], the chain P J would lift in T [n] as
P00=(X1−a1; : : : ; Xn−1−an−1; xXn−t)T [n] J 0. Taking J 0 to be minimal among primes
of T [n] containing P0 and lifting J , P0 J 0 would be consecutive. But since T [n] is
catenary, then htJ 0=n+1; J 0=M [n]+ (X1−a1; : : : ; Xn−1−an−1; xXn− t)T [n]=Q0 and
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J =Q0\R[n]=Q, a contradiction. Thus J is dierent from I [n]. The case I [n] J Q
is impossible because we would have htQ  htI [n] + 2 = n + 3>dimRhni = n + 2.
Thus J does not contain I [n]. Since htP = n and htQ  dimRhni = n + 2, the chain
P J Q would be saturated and would lift in T [n] [4, Proposition 4] as a chain
P0 J 0Q00. Notice that P0 and J 0 are unique and necessarily consecutive since there
is a correspondence between primes of R[n] and T [n] not containing I [n]. Moreover,
we can take Q" minimal among primes of T [n] containing J 0 and lifting Q, so that
the chain P0 J 0Q" would be saturated. Thus, htJ 0 = n+ 1; J 0 \ T = q; htQ" = n+
2; Q" \ T = N , and Q" = N [n] + (X1 − a1; : : : ; Xn−1 − an−1; xXn − t)T [n]. But, since
t 2 qN , then xXn 2 Q", and xXn 2 Q"\R[n]=QQ0. Since xXn− t 2 Q0, we infer
that t 2 Q0 \ T =M , a contradiction. So, PQ are consecutive in R[n].
We claim that P[Xn+1]Q[Xn+1] are not consecutive in R[n+ 1].
Indeed, since M [n+1]+(X1−a1; : : : ; Xn−1−an−1; xXn− t; Xn+1−an)T [n+1] lies over
Q[Xn+1] in R[n+1], then P[Xn+1](X1− a1; : : : ; Xn−1− an−1; xXn− t; Xn+1− an)T [n+
1] \ R[n+ 1]Q[Xn+1] and Rhni is not strong S.
3. The second example
We aim at constructing a ring R such that for all n  1 and n=1, R(n) is catenary
and Rhni is not.
For, let K be a eld and T be a Prufer domain such that its prime spectrum is formed
by (0); M; N and q, where M and N are maximal ideals, respectively, of heights 1 and
2 and such that T=M = T=N = K (see [5, Exemple A]).
Let I=M\N and R1=(T; I; K)=’−1(K), where ’ denotes the natural homomorphism
from T onto T=I . Since T=I=KK is integral over K and T is integrally closed, then,
by Cahen [4, Lemme 2], we have R01 = T . Thus, R1 is a stably strong S-domain with
prime spectrum f (0); p1 = q \ R1; I g.
Let D be a one-dimensional valuation domain with quotient eld K , and R be the
ring of the construction (T; I; D). Since R1 is a stably strong S-domain and R1=I is
obviously algebraic over R=I=D; it follows from [7] that R is a stably strong S-domain.
Moreover, the spectrum of R is totally ordered and formed by (0); p= q \ R; I and a
maximal ideal m (corresponding to the maximal ideal of D).
Moreover, dimR(n) = dimRhni = htm[n] = dimR[n] − n = dimR = dimvR = 3 and
ht(m=I) = dimD = dimvD = 1 = htv(m=I) = ht(m=I)[k] for all k 2 N.
(a) We prove that R(n) is catenary for all n 2 N[f1g. Two consecutive primes of
R(n) correspond to consecutive primes PQ in R[n] such that Qm[n]. If P \R= I
then, since D is stably strong S, P=I [n], Q=m[n] and htQ=3=htP+1. If P\R I ,Q
can not be equal to m[n] since the chain PQ would lift in T [n] [4, Proposition 4].
However no prime of T [n] is above m[n] since no prime of T is above m. Necessarily
Qm[n]. Hence htQ  2, and htQ = htP + 1.
(b) We prove that Rhni is not catenary for all n  1 and n =1. To this aim, it
suces to prove that Rh1i is not catenary and to consider the extended primes in Rhni
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using that R is a stably strong S-domain. Since q+M =T , we can choose t in q and t0
in M such that t+ t0=1. Thus t  1 (mod M). Also we can choose x 2 m and x 62 I (x
is invertible in T ). Set Q0=ff 2 T [X ] such that f(t=x) 2 Mg and Q=Q0\R[X ]=ff 2
R[X ] such that f(t=x) 2 Mg. Since Q0 is an upper to M and T=M = R=I , then Q is an
upper to I . As in the rst example, P = (xX − t)T [X ] \ R[X ]Q = ff 2 R[X ] such
that f(t=x) 2 MTMg are two consecutives primes in R[X ] surviving in RhX i. Thus,
RhX i is not catenary S since htQ = 3> 1 + htP = 2.
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